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PLANS FOR THE CREATION IN WHO OF
A DIVISION OF RESEARCH IN EPIDEMIOLOGY

AND COMMUNICATION SCIENCE *

Many of you will be aware that for some four years WHO has been seeking

ways of extending its activities in biomedical research. Since the adoption

of the resolution by the WHA in 1958, authorizing WHO to embark upon a research

program, many members of the staff have felt that WHO's essentially passive

research activities in the grant support of research and its coordination

through the grant mechanism was unsatisfactory. With this opinion I have

always agreed. Early in 1962 the Director-General decided that, considering

the changing circumstances in health-related matters throughout the world, the

existing system would not enable the Organization to fulfill its obligations

to member states, and that it would have to enter actively into the conduct

of research itself. There was in fact considerable justification for this

change of policy. The best research laboratories were interested in what

interested them. The importance of a problem from an international public

health point of view had little effect on their research program, so that

there were important areas of ignorance in which few if any of the best

scientists and their laboratories were investigating.

The Director-General therefore initiated a study of how WHO might more

effectively fill its role. The director of this study was attached to the

Director-General's office and a long series of meetings of experts in various

fields«as convened. I had the privilege of attending many of these meetings.

Out of this came a proposal for the establishment of a World Health Research

Centre, staffed by WHO and financed in the regular budget at very considerable

*Prepared for the Fifth Meeting of the PAHO/ACMR by Committee Member

Dr. A. M.-M. Payne.
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expense. Many of us felt that this was not the best way of approaching the

Director-General's objectives. Nevertheless the proposal was put forward to

the Governing bodies of the Organization and was, as anticipated, turned down.

However the work that had been put into this proposal was certainly not wasted.

The WHA recognized "the need for a planned development of WHO research activities

to promote, co-ordinate, support and conduct medical research and research

training on major world health problems." (WHA 18.43) Historically this resolution

will be looked back upon as the first time that WHO had been given a firm

authorization by the Assembly to conduct research, as opposed to promote,

coordinate and support it, which had been the previous practice, although the ~

Constitution empowered the Organization to do so.

The Assembly went further and "requested the Director-General to take

action necessary to develop WHO research activities and services in epidemiology

and the application of communications science" and to submit a detailed program 0

to the Executive Board and eventually the Assembly. This has now been done.

The program has been approved by the Executive Board at its meeting in January,

but at the time of writing (April) it has not as yet been considered by the

Assembly.

The proposed program was presented to the Executive Board in document e

EB37/11, attached. According to the current practice in WHO it was first

considered by the Standing Committee of the Executive Board on Administration

and Finance. It was received with some suspicion, largely because of the

financial implications, which were considerable,even though only a fraction

of those involved in the original proposal referred to above. However it

.
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became clear that much of the opposition was the result of the lack of

understanding of the content and implications of the research proposed. The

Director-General therefore asked two consultants to present the program before

the full Executive Board. I had the privilege to be one of them; Dr. Murray

Eden from MIT was the other. The statements are attached. After hearing

these, the proposal was adopted by the Board unanimously with one abstention

which was on financial and not on technical grounds.

The program consists in essence of the creation of a new Division of

Research in Epidemiology and Communications Science staffed by 15 senior

scientists with supporting staff--39 posts in all--with a budget of approx-

imately $500,000. The scientific staff will be drawn from the following

disciplines: epidemiology, biology (ecology), sociology, anthropology,

demography, biometry, mathematics, operations research, and computer science.

The details of the program have not yet been worked out pending the

selection of the staff. They will follow the general lines laid down in

document EB37/11.

Major areas will be the epidemiological study of the health consequences

of rapidly changing conditions in the context of rural-urban migration; the

development of improved surveillance systems for communicable diseases; the

development of monitoring systems for the early detection of toxic hazards

from drugs and environmental pollutents; the application of operations research

techniques in public health research; and the application of mathematical and

computer science in health research.
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The Division will be developed in such a way as to use to the maximum

the existing research competence of WHO staff and cooperating universities

and institutions so as to avoid duplication. These will be supplemented as

necessary by the recognition of additional regional or national centres where

the appropriate expertise can be found. Much of the actual field work will

be done by or through these centres. One of the major roles of the Division

will be the planning, supervision and coordination of field studies so as to

ensure comparability of international studies performed under a wide variety

of contrasting conditions.

It is worthy of note that some of the ideas behind this program were

stimulated by the discussion on the Environmental Determinants of Community

Well-being, held by this Committee two years ago, and the report of those

discussions will undoubtedly be of great value in the further development of

this program.

On my return to WHO I will have the responsibility of initiating this

program, selecting the senior staff, etc. Any advice or suggestions this

Committee can give me will be deeply appreciated.
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WORLD HEALTH ORGANISATION MONDIALE
ORGANIZATION DE LA SANTÉ

EXECUTIVE BOARD EB37/11l
3 December 1965

Thirty-seventh Session
ORIGINAL: ENGLISH

Provisional Agenda item 2.11

EXT'NSIOGN 0F HiiO ACTIVITIES TN RESEAFRCH

Report by the Director-General

INTRODUCTION

The Eighteenth World Health Assembly in its resolution WHA18.431 recognized

"the need for a planned development of WHO activities to promote, co-ordinate, support

and conduct medical research and research training on major world health problems",

and considered that "such contributions . could best be made by an international

research programme involving collaboration with and development of regional and

national institutions.". In paragraph 2 of this resolution, the Director-General

was requested "to take the action necessary to develop WHO research.activities and

servicese inepidemiology and the application of communications science"' and in

paragraph 3:'to prepare a detailed programme . . to be submitted to the Thirty-

seventh Session of the Executive Board.".

A proposal for research by WHO is justifiable only if the research is of such a

nature that it cannot properly or adequately be conducted by national research

institutes .or universities. In fact, many research topics in epidemiology are

particularly appropriate to WHO: some are essentially international in concept,

some are feasible only when supported by the objectivity and international acce-ita--

bility of WHO, and some are essential as.bases for future WHO health activities.

Furthermore, mathematical and statistical theory and computer science are.necessary

to progress in epidemiological and allied research, and their potentialities will

increase with intensive study of their applications in medicine.

1 Handbook of Resolutions ?.ncd Decisions, 8th ed., p. 121.
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1. Epidemiological research

1.1 Cogent reasons for developing a more extensive programme in this field are:

(1) knowledge of the variation in the incidence and prevalence of disease

throughout the world is still far from complete;

(2) more detailed knowledge of this variation is essential to the control of

many diseases of known etiology;

(3) combined with study of the characteristics of the local populations and

their environments, study of differences in disease incidence and prevalence may

provide new clues to the cause of other diseases, the etiology of which is still

unkñown;

(4) new hazards are being introduced by rapid socio-economic reorganization

and industrial and technological advances and their effects may persist for

many years after the hazards are eliminated, it is, therefore important that they

should be identified at the earliest possible opportunity;

(5) extensive changes are taking place in the socio-economic structure of large

populations throughout the world, if these studies are not made soon, vital

information about diseases that are becoming more common, which could be revealed

by differences in existing conditions, will be irretrievably lost;

(6) man is being increasingly exposed to a wide range of new chemical compounds

introduced for medical and other purposes (drugs, pesticides, food additives,

cosmetics, etc.) which may have unsuspected effects in addition to the benefits -e

intended. These also must be identified as early as possible in order that

assessments can be made of risk relative to benefits;

(7) in some diseases important variations in incidence and prevalence can be

recognized most readily on an international scale, where the contrasts are

greatest;

(8) investigation of the factors relating to these differences frequently

requires collaboration across national frontiers in the same or in different

regions of the world; 0
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(9) countries with the greatest contrasts may not always have the resources

to investigate them in the most fruitful way.

1.2 It is evident, therefore, that WHO has an important role to play in epidemio-

logical research. It cannot limit its activities to any one aspect of the subject,

but must be prepared to undertake studies on a broad front. This conclusion is,

moreover, reinforced by the knowledge that diseases may not occur independently but

the distribution of one may be a decisive factor in the causation of another. It is,

however, also clear that WHO cannot undertake the intensive investigation of all

diseases at the same time, but that the extent of its work will necessarily be limited

by practical considerations of money and manpower. Research in epidemiology should,

therefore, be concentrated in fields where there is an acute need for further infor-

mation, either because of the seriousness or prevalence of the disease or because it

is possible to formulate a new hypothesis that can be tested directly and may lead to

a productive result of direct value to health administrations. It follows also that

the programme should be flexible and permit WHO to apply its resources to new problems

as they arise, and, at the same time, take advantage of new developments, new methods

and new hypotheses.

2. Research in communications science applied to health problems

The essential activities requiring special research and development under this

heading can be classified as follows:

2.1 Applied mathematics

Unsolved biological and epidemiological problems, including surveillance and

monitoring procedures, all require the use of specialized mathematical techniques.

In particular, the development of appropriate mathematical models is needed to facili-

tate more precise quantitative evaluation and investigation.

2.2 Statistics, biometry and probability

All biological and clinical material involves large amounts of inherent variation.

Probabilistic formulations are essential to describe this variation. The investi-

gation of real data, the planning of surveys, as well as the testing of scientific

hypotheses, all therefore entail the use of sophisticated mathematical statistical

methods.
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2.) uOerotionai re. earch 0

-in order to make best use of theore-tical research and of accumulated knowledge to

imrprove -the mar. cnmeiut both of public health programmes and of its own activities, it

vwould be eenti.a:l. of WHIEO to levelop and apply a ful.l range of operational research

techillqule s.

2.4 Co;ipunlr scicn< ,

The mathemd-:ical r.oel.s envrisaged above must be fairly elaborate with many

variables i-' th...:y ar.; i; ac :ieve -n m. dequa' e degree of realism. Advanced techniques

ir. riumerica3. .nal'is will be *required for all kinds of mathematical and statistical

investig¿atio. rr m-Lry cases si.mulation methods will be needed to supplement purely

math'lintica:. cnquir. ies. .urther, tthe utilization of operational research methods

necessitates a grea.it deal of nJmerical computation.

2.5 Informa-i.on analsis

The e-f'ficiit use of very large quantities of numerical data and other recorded

information including reports in na-tu-,ra2. language require a variety of special

t_:h:ii'.cus for- f.li.J.rg, sorting ani.d searching. Aside from the obvious requirement of

higi-grade co;nmptir facilities the extractions of relevant information will depend

upon the development of: suitable mechanical interrogation languages, and on the

techniques o-C litera'i.re anc.lysis, e.g. content analysis of written documents.

In orde-' nhUt all. or-ns of jata ,and records can be utilized with maximum efficiency

.... ;. c r' C i vmphasis nrs;i; be placed on the investigation and building of nomenclatures,

ol ;ni ;.:tcidarizaticns required both for case reporting and for computer processing.

5. Action :',.cu.-.r-cd aiid objecti,-es

,.1 ,u...' i~. piigra.!n;, deii,.nd tlhe creation of a unified group of highly qualified

cpidem.iologists and communicatiens scientists within the Organization with the follow-

i-. obh.ctives:

3.1.1 To stUGyc W;O's current activities in epidemiology in relation to world needs

with.1 a view to ident;ifyiílg those fieclds in which opportunities and technical possibilities

piromiLse i:nporta;. piro.:ress, especially through development of methodologies for

de'i-eriiir.lr, co)I,r3.s-ti; areas c'f hig,rh and low incidence of diseases and for investi-

grAin, ; the :. ;sc.;s fo:. th:.-se diffl'er.rces.
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3.1.2 To investigate the potentially great contributicws that techniques of

operational research could make to improve the economy and effectiveness of public

health programmes.

3.1.3 To develop a research programme designed to identify and study the major

factors which affect the health patterns of' diff'er'ni populations exposed to rapidly

changing living conditiofls. For this purpose new rrcthods of categorizing and quanti-

fyrig the health conceouences of popui:ltion dynamics and ecological changes will need

to be developed.

3.1.4 To develop mechanisms w;hereby changing health paLterns can be kept under con-

stant review. This would roquire the develop;ient. of efficient surveillance systems

for differe:t groups of diseases.

This programme would serve the ultimate task of WHO. of devising methods whereby

what appear at present to be inevitable sequences can be interrupted and the

undesirable effects on health of socio-economic devel.opment avoided.

3.2 Some of these objectives will inevitably requíire a long time to be achieved.

However, techniques are nowi in existence, and can be developed further, especially in

their application to health problems, wihich could greatly accelerate progress.

3.3 Apart from the :study of WHIO('s current and planned activities in epidemiology in

order to identify those fields where opportunities exist for rapid progress, priority

will be given to developing reseerch prograrr..es concerned with surveillance or monitor-

ing of communicable diseases and drug effects. A programine wili be developed for

the study of the health effects of ecologilal change with special emphasis oni

population dynamics in the context of rural-urban migration. Finally, attention will

be given to the applica-tion of the techniques of operaticnal research to health

proiblems.

3.4 It is proposed that these programmes be carriedi out by a Division of Research in

Epidemiology and Communications Science attached to the Office of the Director-General,

for which provision is included in the Proposed Programme and Budget Estimates for 1967.

These programrmes are considered in more detail below.

O ff. Rec. Wld Hlth Org., 146, p. 21.
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4. SurveiLiance and monitoring systems

4.1 Communicaele disease surveillance

4.1.1 WHO has since its inception been engaged in a variety of activities pertaining

to communicable disease surveillance. However, experience has shown that these are

far from adequate in respect of their scope, accuracy and speed. A programme designed

to overcome partially these deficiencies has been initiated by the Division of

Communicable Diseases and it is clear that a Division of Research in Epidemiology and

Communications Science can contribute to it in a number of ways so as to ensure that

the information gathered will be of greatest use for the objectives outlined above, as

well as for the improvement of -the control of communicable diseases per se, by enabling

the institution of effective control procedures earlier in the development of disease

problems.

4.1.2 It is essential that any surveillance programme should be supported by the

development of appropriate theoretical studies. The insights deriving from such

studies would provide increased understanding of the phenomena involved, with a con-

sequent improvement in the control of specific outbreaks of epidemic disease or of

unusual levels of endemicity.

4.1.3. Two complementary, though related approaches, are identifiable: first, there

is the study of population phenomena. This involves, for example, the elucidation

of threshold effects, that is to say, the relationship between the chance of a major

outbreak of disease and the density of susceptible individuals in the population. One

aim would be to calculate the different epidemic curves which would result from

different theoretical assumniptions about the nature of the epidemic process and to -

test these against observed epidemics. Much more theoretical knowledge is needed

about the behaviour of epidemics in communities that are spatially and socially

differentiated.

4.1.4 There is a need for development of sample survey methods which can be initiated

rapidly in order to obtain special denominator data needed in the evaluation of

surveillance data, or both numerator and denominator data, as in serological surveys.

Such methods have been developed in some countries but these cannot readily be adapted

to the wide variety of circumstances met wiLh a world-wide application.
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4.1.5 In theoretical epidemiology considerable progress has been made in specialized

areas, but few data exist for critical tests of generalized epidemic models. Before

such theory can become a practical aid to prediction and interruption of epidemics,

larger collections of detailed records mus-b be subjected to mathematical analysis.

This can be done most readily for the simpler diseases transmitted by person to person

·.ontact. In more complex situations, such as the arbovirus disea.es in which not

only other vertebrates but artiuhopod vectors also must bc taken into account,

mathematical formulations llhave been rudimentary and need extensive development. In

the meantime, progress in the control oi these infections may be accelerated by

mathematical description of segments of the whole situation.

4.1.6 Also, there is the nred to discover more detailed biological and clinical

features of the disease process such as the time between infection and extrusion of

infectious material, the length of the infectious period itself, variations in infec-

tiousness or susceptibility b-twceen differenrt individuals, etc.

4.1.7 In general, the use of mathematical models of epidemics may be expected

ultimately to provide information of great practical significance to public healith

authorities, especially when theoreticall stucdies are carried on in close co-operation

with the surveillaince activities. Decisions about the relative value of

immunization programmes, the follox-iup of suspects, the institution of quarantine, the

restriction of public activities, etc. will be facilita-ced by a greater understanding

of the epidemic processes Mthemselves. Moreover. since such practical measures can

be implemented only through executive and administrative action it is vital that the

special skills of operational researchl be called upon to ensure optimal applicatien.

4.1.8 An important part of the survcillance prograrme is that concerned with studies

of the ecology of certain diseases. This requires the accumulation and analysis of

considerable bodies of information on disease vectors and reservoirs as well as on

the distribution of sub-clinical infection in addition to the data collected on overt

disease. Some of these data will be accumulated through the activities of the WHO.

Serumn Bank Programme which can contribute greatly to the study of' a wide variety of
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fields other than communicable diseases, e.g. human genetics, nutrition and a number $

of non-communicable diseases. It is evident that the information gathered in this

programme is highly relevant to the study of the health effects of ecological change,

one of the major objectives of the Division. This programme demands a higher

priority than has been accorded to it in the past.

4.1.9 For these reasons the surveillance programme will require full co-operation

of a Division of Research in Epidemiology and Communications Science. Further, the

biomathematical expertise and automatic computing facilities envisaged are essential

for its success. It would seem that only WHO could provide opportunities for

research and application in this field on the scale necessary for worthwhile results.

4.2 Drug monitoring

4.2.1 WHO will consider acceptance of responsibility for a pilot research study in

drug monitoring, with the assistance of data processing and associated facilities

offered for an interim period by the Government of the United States of America.

This proposal is discussed in another document1 concerning the initial research

character of the project, and the expectation that eventually WHO would be able to play

an effective role in measures for ensuring drug safety are emphasized. If WHO does

undertake such a pilot project, a Division of Research in Epidemiology and

Communications Science will undoubtedly have a role to play in consultation on

epidemiological, statistical, and computer techniques. Irrespective of action taken

on the United States offer, however, a Division of Research in Epidemiology and

Communications Science should initiate research in this field, both for the sake of

developments in monitoring techniques and because of its concern with methodological

research.

4.2.2 Monitoring is recognized in principle as an indispensable part of protective

measures against dangers from drugs, in addition to the animal studies of drug action

and the clinical trials that precede general therapeutic use of a drug. However, con-

siderable research is needed- in order to develop adequate monitoring programmes,

particularly in respect of the types of records to be collected nationally and inter-

nationally, and of the procedures for scanning and analysing extensive files of records.

i EB37/12 International Monitoring of Adverse Drug Effects.
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4.2.3 WHO can make the special contribution of obJective comparison between methods

for drug monitoring now rapidly developing in several Member States, establishment of

underlying principles common to good monitoring, and identification of the oppor-

tunities available in particula, countries for aui.ulation of evidence that the

medical structure of other countries is at present unable to provide. The hope that

the pilot programme will eventually evolve into a permanent operational system must

be kept in mind, but the timing of this (and indeed its ultimate practicability) can

be assessed only in the light of intensive research - and research of a kind possible

only when records can be studied( from many points of view.

4.2.4 The pilot project would consist of collaborative research between National

Centres in the few Member States in which drug monitoring already is or soon will be

undertaken (perhaps with the addition of Special Centres elsewhere). A Division of

Research in Epidemiology and Communications ,Science will be able to make specific

contributions under such heads as-

(1) types of record to be collected, and the degree of validation of reports

on individual cases required before national records can usefully be passed to an

international centre;

(2) problems of translation and coding inherent in storage of data in the

internal language and format of a computer;

(3) scientific and administrative problenims of access to anO search of stored

data;

(4) interaction of clinician, biometrician, and computer scientist in'the

devising of computer programmes for scanning data files that permit the clinical

expertise and intuition applicable to small series of case records to be the

basis of systematic examination of much larger series;

(5) epidemiological and statistical study of the nature of inferences that can

be drawn from different categcries of records, with a view to developing principles

of operation in respect of early warnings, calls for additional data or more in-

tensive search for records, research leads in drug therapy, and other types of

action that an international monitor might from time to time engender;
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(6) consideration, from epidemiological and statistical viewpoints, of the

desirability of any regular systematic reporting from a future WHO international

monitoring centre to national health authorities, and of the nature of any such

reporting;

(7) development of very flexible computer programmes for the special

interrogation of data files on any topic of immediate interest;

(8) investigations of manners in which computer facilities can aid the search

of literature for relevant information;

(9) in the light of developing ideas on all these points, continuing con-

structive criticism of all existing national monitoring systems, with a view

to their growth into what is best suited to the needs of each country as well

as what serves the international project;

(10) operational research on comparative utility of alternative report forms,

on hospital versus practitioner reporting, on follow-up procedures, etc.;

(11) investigation of use of figures for drug manufacture, distribution, sale,

etc. as an aid to estimating numbers exposed to risk;

(12) contínuing evaluation of the pilot study as a whole and investigation of

its deficiencies.

4.2.5 In addition, topics less immediately forming an integral part of routine

monitoring should be studied as opportunity offers. For example:

(1) comparison of reporting of a few drugs used in several countries;

(2) geographical differences in the occurrence of adverse reactions; '

(3) research on the use of reporting terminology;

(4) extensions of the early warning system;

(5) interrelation of adverse effects and chemical composition of drugs;

(6) studies of patterns of reporting and coherence of data.

O-
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4.2.6 As is stated elsewhere, 1 the work of a future WHO international centre on

monitoring adverse durg reactions and of the proposed Division of Research in

Epidemiology and Communications Science in research on monitoring would supplement,

not replace, what should be done at the national level; it would in no way affect the

responsibilities of national authorities for interpretation of their own data or for

decisions on action to be taken.

4.2.7 The contributions from a Division of Research in Epidemiology and Communications

Science outlined above are not only essential to the research on monitoring that must

be conducted if WHO acts further on the basis of resolutions WHA17.392 and WHA18.42.3

They are of intrinsic interest to the programme of a Division of Research in

Epidemiology and Communications Science in methodological research. Moreover,

experience with them and possibly even specific findings in respect of them will be

of further value when, as is almost inevitable, WHO is required to advise on or to

participate in other monitoring enterprises (e.g. adverse effects of pesticides or

* other environmental pollutants).

5. Population dynamics and rural-urban migration

5.1 One of the most rapid and dramatic ecological changes occurring in the world

today affecting the patterns of life of millions of people is the phenomenon of rapid

rural-urban migration. This is bringing in its train a wide variety of health

problems and alterations in disease patterns. However, relatively little is known

as to which of the changes, involving the biological, physical and chemical, and social

environments are most important in causing modifications in health and disease

patterns, nor are the mechanisms through which they act understood. If the important

factors could be identified, it might become possible to a]ter them in such a way as

to avoid or reduce the undesirable effects on health.

1 EB37/12 International Monitoring of Adverse Drug Effects.

2
Handbook of Resoluticns and Decisions, 8th ed., p. 20.

Handbook of Resolutions and Decisiorns, (ti ed., p. 21.
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5.2 The speed with which these changes are taking place and the fact that they are

occurring in contrasting situations provides an opportunity for comparative studies

which might lead to useful results sooner than has been possible in the past.

Similarly it provides a unique opportunity for the study of a special form of one of

the major problems facing the world today, that of population dynamics. t

5.3 Population dynamics involves not only the over-all growth of populations, but

also "local" growth resulting from movement of populations, especially that towards

cities. This may be regarded as an acute form of population growth which is happening

far more rapidly than the over-all growth, and it provides an opportunity for the

study of the influence of a variety of factors on population growth, e.g. the influence

of crowding, and other social and environmental changes on fertility and fecundity.

The Advisory Committee on Medical Research has emphasized that these studies might

lead to ways of evaluating and predicting population trends with special reference -

to the urban situation where knowledge is most urgently needed. These studies will O

have to be multi-disciplinary, involving epidemiologists, sociologists and anthro-

pologists, and a variety of other disciplines.

5.4 The focus of this part of the research programme of a Division of Research in

Epidemiology and Communications Science will initially be on this aspect of population

dynamics. However changes in disease patterns influence population growth in a

variety of ways. It will therefore be necessary to accumulate information regarding

these changes and on the changing environmental pressures to which the population is

subjected. Thus a start would be made in the accumulation of information which might

lead to the formulation of hypotheses regarding the mechanisms whereby the health

changes are brought about. These might form the basis of specifically designed

research programmes in the future.

5.5 In order to develop this programme, a Division of Research in Epidemiology and

Communications Science will need to include a small number of scientists drawn from

the fields of medical epidemiology, sociology, anthropology and perhaps other branches

of the health and behavioural sciences. It must be able to draw on the competence $

in mathematics, statistics, demography, and computer science envisaged for the work in

communications science.
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5.6 Initially the secientists will need to concentrate on methodology mutually

adapting the methods of the different disciplines involved. The parameters which it

is desired to measure, and which it is possible to measure, will have to be identified

on the basis of the hypotheses to be tested. Standard protocols for field studies

will then have to be developsd and this should be done in collaboration with those

who will be responsible for the field work. It is planned that this should be done

through a system of Regional or National Epidemiological Centres, carefully selected

on the basis of interest, scientific competence, on the opportunities for developing

such studies in the area, and influenced by the nature and quality of the relevant

information already available. Initially the studies would be limited to two or

three contrasting areas in developing countries and perhaps one or two in more highly

developed countries so as to provide a spectrum of contrast which might more readily

reveal differences of potential significance.

5.7 In developing this programme close attention will be devoted to research pro-

grammes under way or projected in several countries concerned with urban development,

including--sociological aspects. However, it seems -that in most of these attention

tó the health aspects is minimal or lacking altogether. The proposed research might

serve to introduce the important health component into these programmes, thus greatly

increasing their value.

6. Operational research

6.1 As medical care needs increase and as medical and public health programmes are.

extended to meet them, it is fortunate that a body of knowledge and techniques known

as operational researck is being developed to aid the public health administrator in

the making of sound decisions. There are two kinds of major decisions which frequeiltly

face thé public health administrator and they are as follows:

(1) How does one assess the relative needs for and the values of alternative

.programmes which must draw upon limited resources in funds, material and trained

manpower?

(2) How shall available resources be best allocated and applied once a decision

on priorities has been made?
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Both problems have been intensively studied. Operational research has con-

tributed generally acceptable solutions in such fields as economic planning, business

management, industrial development and military logistics.

6.2 Although these questions constantly recur in public health administration, there

have been a relatively small number of applications of operational research to public

health. These include the automation of day-to-day hospital management and accounting,

those public health matters which are almost exclusively economic, the optimal location

of medical facilities and a few specifií'c projects as in the planning of one of the

large-scale WHO tuberculosis control programmes. This lag in the application of

operational research to public health is understandable, because this administrative

device has only come into general use during the past two decades. It was first

applied in military logistics then, by extension, to related industrial problems,

later to general economic planning and business management, and now to public health.

Its evolution was favoured by the concurrent development of the electronic computer.

6.3 In essence, operational research aids the administrator in decision making by

providing, on the basis of those criteria of choice which can be specifically measured,

an accurate analysis of the consequences and costs of alternative procedures. The

responsible administrator eventually makes his final decision in the light of the

operational research report, other expert opinion and the relevant imponderables.

6.4 The assistance which the existing body of knowledge of operational research

could contribute to the public health administrator is'illustrated by the following

examples:

Transportation flow theory can be used to calculate optimal distribution,

location and itineraries of field teams assigned to mass health surveys or

disease control.

The mathematical solution of the "inventory problem" can be used to calculate

the minimum investment in an inventory of drugs or medical supplies needed for

normal or foreseeable emergency use.
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The techniques of "optimum time scheduling" (frequently referred to as PERT)

could assist the administrator in his planning of the orderly and efficient

expansion of public health services and its logistic support.

Feed-back information from existing public health programmes analysed by the

"control theory of Pontryagin" and in accordance with the "dynamic programming

theory" of Bellman could provide estimates of the effect of the programme on

the public health need, and aid in keeping the programme commensurate with the

needs.

6.5 In addition to the direct application of existing operational research knowledge

and techniques, new theory will have to be developed to satisfy the special require-

ments of biomedical and public health problems. For example, the application of

inventory theory to blood banks will require taking into account 1he perishable

nature and limited life of human red blood cells.

6.6 As sound decisions emerge from the use of operational research in limited areas

of public health administration, there will result an increasing recognition of the

usefulness of this approach in contributing to major policy decisions. Finally the

increasing demand for public health services and their ever-mounting costs must

eventually favour the adoption of a more systematic approach to decision making over

that of ad hoc intuition or the influence of external competing factors.

6.7 A Division of Research in Epidemiology and Communications Science would con-

centrate on developing the applications of operational research to problems in public

health with a view towards providing the public health administrator with quantitative

bases for informed decisions between alternative plans.
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The programme in epidemiology outlined in document EB37/11 is a summary of

the views of a number of leading epidemiologists regarding the reasons for

developing epidemiological research on an international scale and lists some of

the areas in which this is most urgent and likely to be most profitable.

This kind of modern epidemiological research is highly sophisticated because

it requires the adaptation of research techniques from a variety of disciplines,

biological, social, and mathematical sciences and computer technology, into a

harmoniously functioning whole. These skills are not adequately represented

within the Organization at present.

It may be helpful to touch very briefly on some recent epidemiological

concepts which greatly influence modern epidemiological research and from which

derives the need for a multi-disciplinary approach.

Epidemiology may be defined as the study of the health of man (groups or

populations) in relation to the total environment. Thus it is essentially the

study of human ecology, a system of great complexity in which extensive and often

obscure interactions take place.

Recognition of these interactions has led to a radical change in the concept

of the etiology of disease. The older concept of the specific etiology of

disease has proved inadequate to account for the observed behaviour of the great

majority of diseases, even communicable diseases, and it is now clear that

multiple factors are involved in the causation of all diseases. Understandably

the medical profession has in the past tended to be preoccupied with biologi.cal

-1-
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factors, to the neglect of environmental and social factors which may be of over-

riding importance. This is true for communicable diseases, but it was the

rising tide of chronic, non-communicable diseases which, above all, forced

attention to this change in concept.

As a development of the concept of muitifactorial etiology of disease, there

has been another important conceptual advanrce. Disease processes may be divided

into causation, mechanisms and effects. According to this concept, causation is

defined as the sum of all factors, external and internal, which combine to initiate

internal biological mechanisms which in turn lead to effects (physiological or

pathological) which may be recognized as disease. It should be noted in

parenthesis that recognition of an effect as disease depends on a social and not

on a scientific decision, and the criteria employed differ between cultures and in

the same culture from time to time. -

Coronary heart disease provides an illustration of this. The cause of

coronary heart disease is not the thrombus which blocks the artery, nor is it

the atheromatous condition of the arterial wall, nor the changed coagulability

of the blood, nor raised blood lipids and blood pressure. These are all part of

the mechanisms. Causation lies further back in the process, in behavioural and

environmental factors such as diet, exercise, occupation, stress, smoking, etc.

Such causative factors are a primary interest of modern epidemiology, because it

is through their elucidation that true prevention may become possible. It is

probable, even certain, that the relative importance of the different factors

differs between cultures. On the American scene over-consumption of saturated

fats and lack of exercise seem likely to prove the most important in the causation

of coronary heart disease though there are still many unanswered questions. On

the other hand the deeply tragic death last week would I believe prove to be the

result of great and prolonged stress if only we knew better how to measure it.

Certainly over-consumption was not a causative factor. There can hardly be a

stronger argument for the importance for all countries of research in this field.
-,

Coronary heart disease is on the increase in all countries for which reasonably

good information is available and it seems to involve first the cream of the country

.
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who have to carry the anxieties and burdens of development. In the light of

present knowledge acceleration of this trend seems to be inevitable unless we

can discover more about the factors involved and how to rnodify them.

There is another aspect of the concept of mnultifactorial etiology which is

relevant to the proposed programme. In the last analysis it is the ecology of

an area which determines what diseases might become serious problems as conditions

are changed in the process of development, or should any of a variety of agents be

introduced. Knowlcdga of it therefore has a predictive value enabling one to

foresee future dangers so that preventive action can be taken in good time. For

instance, for nearly a decade the dangjerous situation with respect to Aedes aegypti

in the Carribean islands had been stressed, particularly with respect to dengue

fever, especially the haemorrhagic type now spreading in Asia, and'not so much

yellow fever, because after all we have a highly effective vaccine against the

latter.: The validity of this was dramatically confirmed three years ago by the

extensive dengue epidemic, fortunately not of the haeniorrhagic type, which invol--

.* .-! !!,!: . tr '70 per cent. of the population in many iTslands. The epidemic was

predicted because the ecological situation was known, but nothing was done and

the penalty was paid, although happily it was not as grave as it might have been.

These changed concepts and in¿"reased complexities require the development of

new theoretical and analytical approaches. We can no longer be content with the

solution of simple situations such as one agent of known infectivity, incubation

period, etc., in a population of known density and immune status. Mathematical

models, which involve the translation of real world problems into symbols and

numbers, already exist which enable us to predict, within reasonable limits, the

outcome of:the introduction of an agent into such a situation.

The new coneepts demand the formulation of rnodels many times more complex and

require both highly sophisticated mathematatical treatment and advanced computer

technology. Complex data of this Iind cannot he handled in any other way, and

formulation of new models demands the aid of mathematicians and computer scientists.

The epidemiologist has to provide the factual data on which thlese models can be. based, derived from a wide variety of contrasting situations. It is an axiom
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that what you get out of a computer depends on w'hat you put írito it, and it is

the epidemiologist's job to ensure that what goes in is valid. This is very

difficult, especially when cross-cultural studies are needed. The Social and

behavioural factors, which are now laiown to be qualitatively so important in the

causation of many diseases, are exceedingly difficult to quantify. Furthermore,

quantification may require different weighting factors according to race and culture.

This will be a major concern of the proposed Divisionj

By way of illustration, I would like to turn now to just two of the broad

areas of research proposed.

The first, and I believe by far the most important area, is an attempt to

learn how the social and environmental changes involved in socio-economic develop-

ment affect health. The objective is to identify specifically those factors

which seem to be of greatest importance, and eventually to introduce experimentally

modifications of these in order to determine whether we can influence favourably

what appear at present to be inevitable sequences. This has to be studied in a

specific context.

One of the greatest, if not the greatest, problem facing the world today is

the population explosion. WHOts activites in this field have until recently been

restricted for reasons of which you are all aware. However, there is an aspect

of this problem which seems entirely within WHO's responsibility and which - as a

model - may contribute important information towards a better understanding of the

over-all problem. It has therefore been selected as the most appropriate context

for the studies proposed. I refer to the acute, local form of population

explosion resulting from the phenomenon of rural-urban migration which is occurring

in most developing countries and even in many developed countries. Well-designed

comparative epidemiological studies of this acute phenomenon in different

cultural situations would provide information on the influence of crowding, diet,

housing, education, "stress", etc., on fertility and fecundity and on the changing

disease patterns, including diseases such as coronary heart disease, in the migrants

in comparison with those in the areas from which they came, and in the cities to

which they come. Because the phenomenon is occurring so rapidly, results could be

expected far more quickly than by studying the long-term effects of over-all popula-

tion growth.
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Comparative international studies in different cultural situations are necessary

because the relative influence of different factors will surely vary from culture

to culture and between different socio-economic groups within cultures, as in the

example of coronary heart disease cited above.

A few studies of this kind are already in progress. However, as was

emphasiZed at the meeting of the International Epidemiological Association last

year, comparability between studies in different countries has not yet been

achieved. Without it they are Just isolated studíes which cannot validly be

compared with others, nor can the results be extrapolated to other circurnstances,

which is essential if progress is to be made in the understanding of these phenomena.

The second area of research which I would mention, involves the long-term

development of ecological maps of the world, including the distribution of

infectious agents, vectors, reservoirs and ecological conditions. I would

emphasize that this is a long-term objective, but one which would lead to major

advances in predictive epidemiology and communicable disease surveillance. The

research functions of the Division would be primarily concerned with methodology

and technology. As practical measures were devised these would be transferred to

the appropriate division of l^JHO, the central analysis and disseminption of data

being undertaken by the communications unit.

There are, of course, many other ways in which the proposed Division would

contribute to the effectiveness of both the research and service activities of

many existing sections of the Organization. Also, many of their current programmes

will have to be brought into the programme of the Research Division, especially

those involving reference centres. I can speak personally on this point since

two such centres are located in my departinent at Yale - the International Arbovirus

Reference Centre, formerly the Central Virus Laboratory of the Eockefeller Foundation

and now renamed the Yale Arbovirus Research Unit, and the IYHC Serum Reference Bank

for the Americas. These and other centres must play a major role in the Research

Divisionts field activities, and speaking for my Department, we are anxious to do

So.
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As mentiorXed in the middle of paragraph 5.6 (page 13) o' document EB37/11,

the field studies will require a new system of Regional Epidemiological Centres.

There are a few institutes or uWliversities which either ineet or can soon be

developed to meet the requirernents for excellencte that this research programme

demands.

A substantial part of the budget for consultarints will he devoted to bringing

together directors of these and other laboratories for the detailed design of the

research programmes to wliich they can contribute so much, but which they could

not undertake effectively without central co-ordination, sul)port arid facilities

for analysis. They will be equal partners in this enterprise.

Consultants will al.so he needed in a number of iniportan-t fields in which

full-time advice is not necessary. By wa.y of ill.ustration, I mentioned bthe

taxonomy and cla.ssification of animal reservoirs and of flora, and biometeorology -

that is, the study of biologically important nieteorological factors. The WMO

is interested in the latter, and wil.l. be irvi.ted to assisl, in the programmrne.

External guidance wil.l also he needed on the very comrnplex problemns of the

quantificatio- of social arid behavioiral facto;rs under the leadership of the

behavioural scientists proposedl for the D:ivisiio->n.

In this presentation, I llave nol iiinilzed the ljff'iculty of t.he prohlenis

to be faced. These are great indeed, but riot, I am confident, inlsurmountable.

If we succeed. - and there can never be a guarantee oF success ¡in any form of

research (if there is, it is not research) - tlie d.ividendns for world health should

prove enormous. In my opinion -the prograramire outlined irn dlocument EB37/11 repre-

sents a most important development for WHO, whlich will help developed countries

in their understanding. of elangirng disease patterns arid will eventually enable

developing countries to avoid cr reduce sor-e of the unidesirable health t

consequences associated with socio-econoiril developmnlt., which at present appear -4

inevitable.
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RES 5/5STAT~EMENT ON COMMUNICATIONS SCIENCE

by

Dr. Murray Eden
Massachusetts Institute of Technology

,hne '::_rector-Gencral has already rrc-ented to y some of the reaonsr.

'or i :clu¿inr recearch in tho ayplic:tions of commrunií;tions Eciencc togcther

-;.-lh epic 'eiolo~r in a new Division -;ithi.n ¥'I. A fuller Justification

r.y bc focund in ZB337/11 " xtePsion of ilECI .^ctivities in Research" and in

the reports of mectings of ocientific advirnrs on work in cormnunications

scienco preparod for the 35th mnetin; of thc =.ccútive Board, EB35/13.

I should alco li.kc to call your attention to thc proceedings of a

co.ifrence held br the Medical Riearch Council of the United Kingdom in

association w1ith the Hicalth Departrients, irn G.xCord, July 1964, entitlcd

"ilathematics and Computer Science in Biolor:y and Medicine". This report

has a forcc.ord ..ritten by Sir Harold Hiímcw~orth and by Sir George Godber.

; quote first fron Sir Harold:

"At first siaht an atterpt to pronote a rapprochement betweeon
nat'hzem.a.ticians and computologists or. the one hand the ::rcdical xrrn
and biolc~,irts cn the other may seenr scmething of an innovation:
trac¿itionally they are apt to bc thought of as bolonging to
diff'rent, a1iost incompatible, philczphies. liothi.ng, in my
opinicr, could be more mistaken. Tiroughout thoir history mc¿licine
and biology have operated in the context of number. Both takc
their strLrt in observation of patterrs, and tho basis of iny
pattern is asscciation."

He goe3 on to say:

"G. '. Chc¢tcrton once defined heaven as 'like the present only
rP.orc co'. There aro somre whuo see in a new; tecinique sinply the
pcssi-ility of doing the sa.me as bof ore, e only more so'. That
is a mreC quantitative advance. Lut this is a very short-sightCed
viíe;, not thorne out by the history of seience. There are tecni.iques
:hich have int.rducod a new dioension of feasibility into hurn:r.
thou"ht; thcir significance is far more than quantitativo, for
thoy h.nve extcndod the range of what it is possible to contem-plate
- ancd Lave liberated the mind for noe: qualities of activity.

"Medical bi.olcgisti, mathematicians, physicists and computologistS
may have more of their outlook in co-zaon than wo suspect. But
they do spcak different dialects and they do have difforent points

- 1 -
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of vicm. This is no ncw problcm for a r-:.ultidisci pliarr y y rubjuct

likc rmcdical resacrch. If it is to be solved and the ovident
nnces.rity for co-operation realizcd, onc thing is ensential: wo
Fmust icern cach other's lanuagnc and understand each other's point

of vie:;. Tho biologists and medical mecn have much to learn from

the r;2,thematicians and the computer scientisis; 'but equally tho

latter have much to lcarn from r;edical and biological tworkers. 4

Neithlcr is in a positicn to prcsume what is good for the othor."

Sir Georgc Godber in his foreword touches on yet another aspcct:

"In Iovcc.tbr 1963 a s¡mall group, inclucding a consultant physician

fron the Depart.ent of Clinical a.;ca-,urcrcnt of onc of thd teaching
hospitals and a represcntativ of th';e -.,.c.cal ,,earch Council -

rmde a visit to the United States to obtain first-hand knowledrge

of dc'vclopnents there and to gain saoe insight into the future

potentialitics of co.mputer techniques. It is significant that

after its return the group specially emphasized the value and in-

portanco of the interdisciplinary contacts that wore an outatandlng

featuro of thosce centrce which were rmkilng real progress. The

group noticcd that computer science and it3 applications were very

nuch the province of the young. ¡.any atudies and investigations

which only a fcw years ago we could not have conterplatcd are now

a practical pr,oposition, and we mrust adjust our mental procesoes

asw ell as wc can to take account of this hew situation; clearly

those of ycunger years have a certain advantage in this respect."

Thus four points are e ing madc:

1) that medicine and biology aro concerned with the observation of pattorns

which can be made precise only with matheratics;

2) that computers and computer scicnce can open up an entirely new way

of studying health problems;i

3) that this is p:riiarily a young man'a game which breaks away from the

traditional philosophies of health rcscarch,

4) finally, that there is a language barrier btwecen the conmmunications. -

bciontists on the onc side and the plyslcians, biolorists and health ad.U ini-

strators on the other; a barrier which must be breached if thasc new $

techniques are to wory for tho bettermcnt of the health of people.

I fcel that I can bost serve this mecting by helping to overcome this

language barrier insofar as I can.

-2-
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7irst of all let me explain what .we -can by co:rnunications science.

'i-storically, comnunlcations science becan with the study of the ways

n-. 'rich clectrical -ignals are transmittcd from place to place, the

tolc;ranlh, ra!io and television, but an elcctrocardiorarn is also an

elcctrical ,Sij-nl. It can be measured b- thc redical scientist. It, too,

ca.-ri.cs inforration from the patient's heart to the mcanuring instrument.

icw,¢eúr, the inforr.ation it carries rust be srtudied by rnmethodi of both

communicationrs science and cardiovascul3r physiolocy.

T'hc ncoes of orl;anirss send clectrical signals to the brain, and

electrical sifnals cormunicate fros. tihe LbraYn to the muscles. Hlere, too,

the nethodo of cc:.r,junication3 scicnce arc e 'cntial but they nust be applied

in conjunction '.lth neuropliysioloryj and ncuroanatomy.

As corn.unications science dcveloped it Cradually became clear that

the sama rnotho!o could be applicd to phcnomena that were not neccssarily

electrical. 'ou cre know that thc trans.sssiion of information in -.-hatever

physical formi it may be, in thc formr of nul:lers, in statistical tablos,

In books3, in speech, can Lo studied by sir.ilar methods. Harcver, there

is a very .crious difficulty; the thingcs J e wish to study arc very co.m-

plicated - so that even if the methods wore available, hunan life is too short

to apply thier. !'ortunately, computer tec'hnolcCy developed at the same tir.e

and it is this dcvelop!ient that has made a rcalistic attack on these problems

possible.

Thus it .:- t'hat thc priLncipal 4nfrecicent. in co:M :runications seicnce

are apliecd n..thcratici and conputor mathods. I would li:ke to illustrate

with sono erzuiplc of what the Division of Epidemiology and Coziunications

Science -woulc be ccncerned with.

-3-
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In p.;r',rcphl 2.1 of ;B37/11, rcference in made to "zmathemrtical iriodoel".

The apple r.:-:thcrratician unes this ter=. to covcr his process of thought

when he t-ics to translate som.e of the properties of real world problems

into s;nbols and nunbcra. Thus, a model of the relation betwcen insect

vactor, parasite and human populaticn ray Lbe vcry useful in health planning.

In order to makc a realistic model one would need to know a great number

of biological., nmedical and socioloical facts. h.ihat is the life ccle of *

tho parasite, of the mosquito? iHow marjy times does a mosquito feed? q'.hich

crr.nbcrs of t.ho hz.an population are susceptiblo? If they are infected,

what is the likclihlood that thoy will pass the inf.ctive agent on to the

next r.oscquito which bites? >

The.o and m2.ny other such questions can te written in the mathematics

cf probability thcory. They are interconnccted in the mathematical model

andr the r.oc.cl ;ill háve certain consequences. First of all it will poirt

out what new1 facts must be collected in ordecr to improve prediction:

perhaps inforrmationr on population density, prevailing winds, or the likelgy

number of par::sit¢ z to be found in an infccted .osquito. If the model

is a -ood one it r.ay be ablo to prGdict the ccrn.equences of certain health ' '

actions: for ex.xnple, what effect will follcm from certain strategios

of insect cradication.

A realistic mrodel for such an epidcniolo"ical problem is very intricate

but the poJer of :uch models may be illustrated by a simpler exam:ple. Some

ycars ago it was discovered that the rales of cirtain insects can be attractd

by a tono and captured. Then, of course, they can be killed. HIowQvcr,

it wac obl.rved th.at thcy could be sterili:ed by radiation without killLUn .

them. A ::.odel was. madeo includir.g such f¢atures as the efficiency o£ capt-re,

the density of thc femalo insect population, the distance such an insect
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would travel in order to r=atc, ctc. Cf ccurse, the key fact was that a dead

r..-,jo is out o f the picturo but a live, sterile one will compete wth the

unc¿ptured fertile r=les for the favours of the fLemale. She doesn't lkrio.

tho diffcrcncc and tihe result is i smnillr nunber of fertilized czra for the

nc:.t genrration. Thc r:iodel shoc:ed quantltatively that the storilization

treatraent is vastly nore efficient than killing thc males, so much so, that

it pays to raise lare : populationo of the in5cct in the laboratory so as to

increase the stcrilc .ale populations even .c. orc.

~Ariotiher topic of study for the Division would be opcrations reseaUrch.

Cpcrations rGi¢,cl, in the fi£tcen to t-irenrty y7ars of its Oc;istence aa a

rathcatica)l tecc!.:ique, has caused major ch.anes in the military and inl.3s-

trial painuiLng cof tho levoeloped countries. Yet it may be equally valuablo

for the duvcloping countries because it, boal is to find tihe most Leneficial

way to apply lirLited rosourccs of men and moiney. It begins with tho notion

that rescurcos arC limrited, there is so r.-ch money avallablo, there is a

certain rnix*bcr of specialists and wor'kcr. of various kinds, only a certain

nur:0cr o. new pcrsornnl can be recruited and training them takes sornme

specific leneth of tino. Further, there is or.nly a fixed arnount of oequip.nent

and rawJ nterials. Secondly, opcratior.n rcsearch requires that the relativo

loss of differeent procedures be estin3ted. For example, an untreated case

of malnut.rition r;.y represent a greater loss to a country than an untreated

case of .nlaria. Or to put it more constructively, trcating disease A will

carry .rcre bc.nits t.Ln trcating diseasc P. A crucial part of tlhc anl;ysis

will be to calculatc the relative econoric co-t for the s=c.e amount of health

benefit when thcre are alternative plans to bc considered. A specific

exarmple ¡rdight be th'e folloing. In sor:e locality it may be ií.rortant to
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'-,c .altt ad;inirsitration to carry on a cazr;paien agCainst tuberculosis. 'he

Ea'r natZiwsr r.y ,,bc to L~r.nunizo wholesalc with BCG or to find, isolate and

t:.cat tu2-:rclosis carriers. The onrat5ons research !e cialist wculd

inc.udc .n his ana!rsit such questions an. tlle cost por inoculation, the cost

c flindin:: thL carricrs (it will cozt vcry much r.oro to find, lot uns ay,

9C&. o.' tihe crriers -I3 opposcd to 75;~J tho last few percentage points may

Lnvolve astroncr.ical costs); he will usC estimates of tho needsd m.anpoiJer

cxud thc trainr.in requlircd, the length of tiime teans would need to cover the

district, etc. Dcending on the specific facts which exist in a particular

dirstrict cr counr^try, the operations rcesarch analysis would predict the

cos-ts anc ti. e sheculle$ of the altcrnatives end their lilcely health ef'ects.

I chould rI:ce clear that obviously in an: hcalth problem thure are O

factor=s .;ich are not casy or ¢evcn possible to put into such a mathceatical

picture, anú the hcalth administratcr will nccd to weigh these factors.

Still, operations research ray provide a fiJ.. basc of quantitative analysis

for many aspects of the ultim.ate plan of attack.

Ar.oCthE artivity of the Division is cor.ccrncd with analyzing thle very

large volurg;es of data which are necded for hcalth, rescarch. kHere a co: putcr

is an esse:tial tool, but the existence of the comzputor is by no ceans

enough. if th;c results are to be useful, a good deal of effort and thcught

riust f'irct c r:a-dc by people. To illustrate from. my owm expcrience. I

havo been collabcrating with scientist3 ir, prevcntivc medicine at the iary'ard

ZIdical Schcol on a study of the quality cf rcdical care in cases of pelvic

surgcr1y. 'ie dcta are 10 000 hospital recor¿s of surgery. T'nh ccz:puter

necds oniy a fraction of a second per case to provido us with the analysis,

but pror to its ue, a numbor of gynaocolocists, epidemiologists, two
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.;.c , ..:.:.crz an;d myCa spelf spent auout threC yca rs prn ..n.. te -_ n

s-L c a.krncir ncmcr.clatura and criteria in secttling on 'tha lo¿ical strct-rce

c" t.'; co=uc't dia:Inosos, in delciding on thlo factors which wioudC tel us

s..::.etin: a i out tho cjuality of the surgecr,'s r pcrf.or.anco, and 4r prcra:rr.n

the ccoputer ir. an ceflicicnt way. (I 'iht coa-:.nt that our irmst pro-

ra'r:.or is ncJ a Pr ofessor of Electrical E.rvincaring in tho University of

Califorria at 3crkcley. Ile is now. about 27. So you soe Sir Harold t.'s

riht wh2cn hio rcferred to tho yough of tho cc:rutcr sciontists)

Cne furth.cr word sh'nould bc said about corpuuters. lWc can dis'tisruisi

tw:o r:ndsc of uses: the nunmerical on tie cnc hand, and tho symbolic or

logical en the othor. Corn.iunications scienco has demoonstratcd its valuc

to b'iolog y and medicino mrost istiknngly in thc first uso.

Statistical s:tudies are a tynical rnur:crical use o' co.omuters ais. of

coursc thcy play a very Lrt;crtant rolo in hlcalth scicnce anCd planninc.

Ainothcr c:a..:plc can be found in biochei.isJIry. In rccent ycars thel .o3.ccular

biolcogists have been able to describe in detail tho structure of ccrta-J.

proteins, -,articularly rmyoglo:in. Toy;r used for tilis work what are callcd

the scatter distributions of X-ray crystallorapnly. For the int;rretanica

of these adia-raris they needed the help of spccialists in a branch ofC :=thc-

r.atics called Fourier analysis to develop ncu methods. Nevertheless, Ovcn

with th r.athcr^ntical meothods all worlcd out, tho task of co.mputires thc

structure uould have boen utterly hopoless if thoy had not used thc lar;zt

and fastoest computing machines they could find.

While tho computer's abilith to rranipulate numbers is clearly i.pcrrtnt,

it is its other capability which has captured the inagination o£ hcaith

scientists uJho arc tryinr to doal with non-nunmerical informnation.

-7-
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.I WotU! lie0 to quote onco morc fromr the remarks of Sir Harold

!irmswort;ch. H'a ¡tatas:

"The iy~tcx:vtic study of medicine ard Liology are built on thle
valida3tion of probability in ansociations. The a bility to idontify
-cscciatIc.u3 - :hother in patterns cr as cause and effect - depends
on thc ability to recall exporience, one's own or that of otliors.
.'.nd it is ihere that we are entering a new cra of feasibility."

Thó process of medical diagnosis is a lo;ical ono and the coxnputer

is ideally suited to follow out logical opzrations even when they are of

grcat co;:nlexity. The study of the quality cf medical caro which I

mentionod carlier dspends mainly on this capability of computera.

Looirn, for so ..e informnation in a library is aiother logical process

fwhich coro sdientists do quite wull but at rrecat expense of time. In

B237/!1 C have referrod to this process as "content analysis of r.ritten

documcnta". The techniques are quite ccro:ilicated but the basic idea' is

Jfirly sinplo. 'Ivery scientist or adr.ristrator contirnually neods to look

for certa.i- iLor:L.ation, cortaL. f¿acts thlat ..rc to be found in Writtcr

d'ocwuients. The ;Lformation specialist tric:e to or£anize and arrange the

material in such a way that the relevant fact3 can be found effficiently and

rapidly. . cA. l ut-r can look words up in indcxes, can find entries in

tables, can ask, for ryamnple: "Ia thcro a paper dealing with the relation

of diabotcs to level of nutrition? LIf so> has it been referred to in recent

studies of diabetes screenlng program-r.es?"

¥uch v:ork is ceing done on this subject in developed countrioe, prin-

cipally thc United 2tates and the Soviet Union, Some results can be applied

to :JiO's problerm ut- much more re-earch is required to adapt those techniqucs

t@ global health infocrmation.

To sum up, thc commuinications science specialist has skills which until

no. have not be.n represented in WHO. Ilc can be useful to world health

problemns when he develops or adapts his tools to tho needa of the health

problc.-s .


